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Believe. Achieve. Succeed Together. 

 

 

Iver Village Junior School 

Implementing the French curriculum  

 
Article 28, 29 

Education must develop every child’s personality, talents and 
abilities to the full 
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Implementation 

 

Curriculum Design  

 

National Curriculum:  

 

Purpose of study 

 

Learning a foreign language is a liberation from insularity and provides an opening to other 

cultures. A high-quality languages education should foster pupils’ curiosity and deepen 

their understanding of the world. The teaching should enable pupils to express their ideas 

and thoughts in another language and to understand and respond to its speakers, both in 

speech and in writing. It should also provide opportunities for them to communicate for 

practical purposes, learn new ways of thinking and read great literature in the original 

language. Language teaching should provide the foundation for learning further 

languages, equipping pupils to study and work in other countries. 

 

Aims 

 

The national curriculum for languages aims to ensure that all pupils: 

- understand and respond to spoken and written language from a variety of authentic 

sources 

- speak with increasing confidence, fluency and spontaneity, finding ways of 

communicating what they want to say, including through discussion and asking 

questions, and continually improving the accuracy of their pronunciation and intonation 

- can write at varying length, for different purposes and audiences, using the variety of 

grammatical structures that they have learnt 

- discover and develop an appreciation of a range of writing in the language studied. 

 

 

 

 

The French curriculum and Iver Village Junior School   

 

Cyclical curriculum and repetition:  

Listening 

Speaking 

Reading 

Writing 

Grammar 

 

French is taught weekly so that children return regularly to the subject knowledge and concepts in 

order that they are regularly retrieving the taught knowledge and concepts, embedding these in 

their long term memory.  This enables them to make progress - know more and remember more. 
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The three pillars of language are Phonics, Grammar and Vocabulary.  Learning these tools enables 

pupils to speak with confidence and read and write French with increasing accuracy and 

independence. 

  

There is an emphasis on French phonics and constant engagement with syntax and vocabulary. 

Reading is the way that we introduce all new knowledge. We use knowledge organisers, which 

mean that pupils are able to see the meaning of the French words and the key sounds in the words.  

. 

We begin by reading them aloud in lessons (or modelled by Language Angels). This opens up 

three teaching opportunities. Firstly, they hear excellent pronunciation modelled. They then read 

out loud. We draw attention to particular phonics, patterns and meanings. The language and its 

embedded sounds are introduced simultaneously so that children learn the sound-spelling link. We 

repeat this process regularly. 

 

The aim is for the children to learn to read French familiar and unfamiliar vocabulary with a high 

degree of confidence and accuracy and not just repeat words. We believe that more able learners 

will be able to learn more independently if they are able to sound correctly any new word they 

come across.  For all learners, self-confidence grows if they can be reasonably sure at least of 

sounding right. We believe that students must first see how the word is written, hear how it is 

spoken, and learn the meaning of that word. But we also use pictures and gestures in our French 

lessons as we believe they add to the pupil’s understanding of the word or concept and 

remembering information. 

 

Secondly, the knowledge organisers allows pupils to see at a glance the differences in French and 

English syntax (particularly around the order of nouns and adjectives) and for us to discuss that 

and give multiple examples to embed the principle. E.g. J’ai un stylo vert = I have a pen green. 

When children precisely understand every word, they can break language down and build it up 

again. E.g. Je m’appelle Isabelle = I myself call Isabelle (my name is Isabelle) From that structure, 

children can break down the language and build up a new sentence with different meaning: 

J’appelle Isabelle = I call Isabelle 

 

 

 

 

Key concepts:  

Phonics 
Grammar 
Vocabulary 
 

Key Knowledge:  

• Speak with increasing confidence; with good intonation and pronunciation 

• Have the tools to develop their fluency in reading using their phonetic knowledge and 

understanding of word patterns. 

• Have an ability to use the tools of grammar and understanding of vocabulary to begin to write 

independently.  

• Have a strong awareness of the culture of the countries where the language is spoken 
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• Have a passion and enthusiasm to learn languages.  

• Have the ability to use languages spontaneously and to communicate for practical purposes.  

 

Key skills:  

Listening 

Speaking 

Reading 

Wrting  

 

Key vocabulary:  

Knowledge organisers with clearly displayed vocabulary 

 

 

Medium term planning:  
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Lesson Design 

 

All French lessons follow a similar structure to support pupils in developing a depth of 

understanding and opportunity to  

 

Aspect of lesson Details  

Review of previous learning and 
retrieval practice   

Beginning of lesson is always focussed on previous 
learning, grammar and recap of key vocabulary. 

Introduction of learning question Language Angel and knowledge organisers 

Concepts, knowledge, skills, 
vocabulary  

Vocabulary, phonics, grammar, pronunciation, 
culture, love of languages                                           

Modelling  Language Angels / teacher 

Independent practice (learning 
tasks)   

Whole class practice to gain confidence 
Independent practice in class books  

Plans for scaffolding  What does scaffolding look like at different points 
in the lesson  
e.g.  
- Visual prompts  
- Task organisers 
-Knowledge organisers  
- Adaptations to meet the overall task  
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